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ABSTRACT 
The recursive bi-iteration singular value decomposition (Bi-SVD), 
proposed by Strobach [l], is en efficient and well-structured 
algorithm for performing subspace tracking. Unfortunatelyy, its 
performance under impulse noise environment degrades substantially. 
In this paper, a new robust-statistics-based bi-iteration SVD algorithm 
(robust Bi-SVD) is proposed. Simulation results show that the 
proposed algorithm offers significantly improved robustness against 
impulse noise than the conventional Bi-SVD algorithm with slight 
increase in arithmetic complexity. For nominal Gaussian noise, the 
two algorithms have similar performance. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Subspace decomposition is a very valuable tool in signal processing, 
digital communications, and array signal processing. The singular 
value decomposition. SVD, is a known to be a good method for such 
computation because of its exact numerical properties. However, 
direct computation of the SVD is an iterative process and its 
complexity is very high in real-time applications. In many practical 
applications, only a sub-set of the singular vectors and singular values 
of the SVD have to be computed from a recursively updated 
correlation matrix. These properties can be utilized to obtain efficient 
algorithms for tracking the sub-set of singular vectors required. A 
number of recursive eigen-decomposition algorithms have also been 
proposed for recursive subspace tracking [ 1-41. In particular, the Bi- 
Iteration Singular Value Decomposition (Bi-SVD) proposed by 
Stobach [l], which is based on an extension of Bauer’s classical bi- 
iteration [16] to sequential SVD updating, has a comparable 
performance to the well-known reference algorithm of Karasal[4], but 
the Bi-SVD has a regular structure and much lower complexity. 
Unfortunately, when it is applied to subspace tracking applications 
where impulsive noise sporadically intrudes the system, say in a 
communication channel, its performance degrade substantially. The 
deeper reason for this fragility is that the conventional autocorrelation 
matrix estimate: R,(n) = xA”4Sr , where A is the forgetting factor 
and i is the input signal vector, is not a robust estimate of the 
underlying autocorrelation R, = E [ x x ’ ] ,  if x is compted by the 
impulse noise to form 2 [l l-131. This problem has been studied in 
robust statistics [14] and the minimum volume ellipsoid (MVE) or 
other robust estimators should be used. However, the computational 
complexity is usually prohibitive for real-time applications. In 
recursive subspace estimation, a rough prior knowledge of the 
subspace estimate is available from previous iterations. Therefore, it 
is easier to detect whether the incoming signal vector is potentially 
corrupted by impulse noise or not. This idea happens to coincide with 
the M-estimators or Maximum likelihood like estimators of the 
correlation matrix. It is therefore not surprising that the Bi-SVD 
algorithm and other RLS-based subspace tracking algorithms [l l-131 
are sensitive to impulsive or non-Gaussian noise, as we shall see later 
from the simulation results. 
In this paper, a new robust Bi-SVD recursive subspace tracking 
algorithm using a robust statistics approach similar to [5,14] is 
proposed. In particular, a method for detecting an impulse-corrupted 
n 
(-1 
data vector is developed based on the’3tatistics of the orthogonal 
innovation vector, which is the complement vector of the orthogonal 
projection of data vector on “old ” singular subspace. Data samples, 
which are potentially corrupted by impulse noise, are then replaced by 
appropriate estimate from previously “cleaned” data samples. The 
layout of the paper is as follows: Section 2 is a brief description of the 
Bi-SVD subspace tracking problem. The proposed robust Bi-SVD 
subspace tracking algorithm is introduced in Section 3. Simulation 
results and comparison with the conventional method are presented in 
Section 4. And finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
2. BI-ITERATION SVD ALGORITHM 
The Bi-SVD subspace tracking algorithm [ 11 computes the r dominant 
singular values and corresponding right singular vectors from the 
fbllowing growing data matrix X(t)  : 
where X(t-1) is the old data matrix at time t-1, 
X(Z) = [x ( t ) ,x ( t  - 11, ..., x(t  - N - I)]’ is the newly incoming data 
vector of dimension N at time t , x( t )  (t = 1.2.3, ...) is the received 
data samples. and 0 5 a < 1 is a non-negative exponential forgetting 
factor. The classical bi-iteration SVD algorithm applied to the L x N 
real data matrix X is shown in the following: 
Classical Bi-Iteration SVD Algorithm 
FOR p = 1,2, .... DO (Until Converge) 
iW)=XQ,(P-1) t 
B ( p )  = QB(p)RB(p), ( L x r  QR -Factorization) 
A(P)  = X‘Q&) , 
A ( p )  = QA(p)RA(p), ( N x r  QR -Factorization). 
It has been proved that the orthonormal columns of the L x r  matrix 
&(p) will converge to the r dominant left singular vectors, and the 
orthonormal columns of the N x r  matrix Q,(,u) will converge to the 
r dominant right singular vectors of the SVD of the data matrix X . 
At the same time, both triangular matrices R,(p) and RE@) will 
converge to the r x r diagonal matrix of dominant singular values of 
X . Having replaced the index p with the discrete time index t and 
made a consistent approximation of, 
i ( t )  = QA~)R,,(~>QA~(~-Q (2) 
Strobach [l] extends this classical bi-iteration SVD to a sequential 
square-root type bi-iteration SVD subspace-updating algorithm as 
follows: 
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The compressed data vector h(t)of dimension r is actually the 
projection of the input data vector x( t )  onto the right singular 
subspace basis Q,‘(t - 1) ; x,(t) is the complement of this orthogonal 
projection; e,(t) the squared norm of the complement vector x,(t) ; 
and ZL(t) is the normalized complement vector which acts as the 
innovation for subspace updating. The r x r  cosine matrix 
@,,(I) = Q,‘(t -l)Q,(t) describes the distance between consecutive 
subspaces, while Gfl(t) andGA(t) represent ‘a sequence of 
orthonormal Givens plane rotations, which are determined in such a 
way that the rotated old triangular matrix on its right hand side is 
transformed into a strictly upper-right triangular matrix on its left hand 
side. f ( t )  is the compressed innovation vector defined as 
f ( t )  = Q;( t )F, ( t ) .  R(t) , hi( t )  , RR(t) are vectors and matrixes 
definedrespectively as R(t)=Rfl(t-1)8A(t-1), hi( t )=hr(t)R;l( t ) ,  
and H R ( t )  = H(t)R;’(t)  . Like the PAST algorithm, the overall 
computation can also be viewed as a mean of minimizing e,(t) , the 
squared norm of the complement vector x,(t) .  As mentioned earlier, 
the performance of this algorithm is very sensitive to impulse noise, 
because the squared norm of x,(t) is minimized, which is not a 
robust estimator. In fact, if x( t )  is corrupted by impulse noise, 
h(t) , x, ( t )  RB ( t )  , hi(0  , R R  ( t )  , RA ( t )  , GA (4  I BA ( t )  , and f ( t >  
will all be affected in tum. The new subspace estimate will hence be 
perturbed to a point which is far away from the true subspace, even 
though the impulse noise power is merely 20 dB to 25 dB higher than 
nominal Gaussian background noise. More importantly, the corrupted 
matrices, RB(t) will be used to compute the newR,(t) ‘s, which 
takes the Bi-SVD algorithm many iterations to recover, especially 
when a is close to one. 
3. ROBUST BI-SVD SUBSPACE TRACKING 
We now consider the proposed robust statistics-based Bi-SVD 
algorithm. First of all, we note that when x( t )  is corrupted by one or 
more impulses, e , ( t ) ,  which is the squared norm of complement 
vector xL( t )  , in the Bi-SVD algorithm mentioned above will become 
very large. Instead of using the squared norm, an M-estimator 
E[e, (t)] = E[q(e, ( t ) )  . e,  ( t ) ]  can be used, where q(e, (t)) is a 
weighting factor which de-emphasis error norm with exceptional large 
value. For simplicity, we consider the modified Huber function, 
where q(e,(t))  is equal to 0 and 1 respectively when e , ( t )  is greater 
than or smaller than a threshold T, which is to be estimated 
continuously. Though the exact distribution of the e,  (t) is unknown, 
it is assumed for simplicity to be Gaussian distributed but corrupted by 
additive impulse noise to simplify the detection of the impulses (note 
also that e,(t) is always positive). It then follows that the probability 
for IAe,,(t)l= le,(t)-fi(t)l to be greater than a given threshold T ( t )  is 
function. P ( t )  and B(t)  are the estimated mean and standard 
deviation of the squared norm e,(t) of the “impulse free” x,( t ) .  
Using different threshold parameters T(r)  , we can detect whether the 
incoming vector is potentially corrupted by impulse noise with 
different degrees of confidence. In this work, p r  is chosen to be 0.05 
so that we have 95% confidence in saying that the current data vector 
x (t) is corrupted by impulse noise. The selection of this threshold is 
a tradeoff between impulse suppression and signal distortion. The 
larger the threshold, the smaller will be the signal distortion, however, 
at the expense of less immunity to impulse noise. In practice, a 
threshold value corresponding to a confidence of 93% to 97% works 
well. For 95% confidence, the corresponding threshold parameter 
T ( t )  is determined to be T(t)=1.96.B(t). A commonly used 
estimate for B’ ( t ) ,  and P O )  are 
B2(t) = A,B2(t - 1) +(1- &)(Ae,, (t))’ , and 
P ( t ) =  A,,fi(t-l)+(l-A,,)e,(t>, respectively, where A,, and A, are 
some forgetting factors. It is, however, not robust to impulse noise. 
In fact, a single impulse with large amplitude can substantially 
increase the value of B(t) and &t) ,  and hence the values of T( t )  . 
Following [6] ,  we employ the following robust estimates for 8 ( t )  
and fiw 
@ ( t )  = I,a2(t-  1) +1.483 1 +- (1 - &)med(A((Ae,,(t))2)) [ N 3  
and f i ( t )= A,,fi(t-l)+(l-A,,)med(A(e,(t))), (4) 
where A ( x ( t ) ) = ( x ( t ) , . - . , x ( t - N , + l ) ) ,  N, is the length of the 
estimation window, and med(.) is the median operation. A,, and A, 
are the forgetting factors. It can be seen from the above discussion 
that the arithmetic complexity of the proposed robust Bi-SVD 
algorithm is very close to that of the conventional Bi-SVD algorithm. 
For very large values of N,, the complexity for performing the 
medium filter can be significantly reduced by computing the pseudo 
median [17], instead of the median. The pseudo median is an 
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approximation to the median with much lower complexity and can be 
efficiently implemented in a pipeline structure. In practice, N, is 
limited to 5 to 11, therefore the increase in complexity is quite 
acceptable. Our robust Bi-SVD algorithm updates T ( t )  = 1.96.8(t), 
&’(t) and D(t) at each iteration. If IAe,(t)l > T ( t )  , the incoming 
received data sample x ( t )  in the new date vector 
x( t )  = [ x ( t ) , x ( t - 1 ) ,  ..., x ( t -  N -l)]‘ is treated as a impulse-compted 
data sample. To prevent it from entering the subspace updating 
iteration, x ( t )  has to be replaced by certain estimate such as the linear 
predlctor from previous “impulse free” samples. For simplicity, the 
robust mean estimate of the received data sample fi ,(t) is used 
= P,f i , ( t - l )+( l -P , )med(A(x( t ) ) )  9 (5) 
wherep, is its forgetting factor. This scheme is shown to be very 
effective in blocking the impulse noise from entering the Bi-SVD 
algorithm. Finally, we obtain the robust Bi-SVD subspace tracking 
algorithm in TABLE 2. 
4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The performance of the proposed robust BCSVD algorithm is 
evaluated under the E -contamination noise model, and it is compared 
to the conventional Bi-SVD algorithm. The probability density 
function (pdf) of the E -contamination noise model is 
where OS& S 1 ,  N ( 0 , o 2 )  is the pdf of the Gaussian background 
noise, N(O,o,’) is the pdf of the impulse noise. In the simulation, the 
impulse noise occurrence probability E was set to 0.1, with 
lO.log,,a’f=25dB . The two algorithms are applied to track the 
signal subspace of the received data sequence, which is the 
superposition of two temporary monochromatic sources and noise. 
After each subspace update, adaptive subspace filtering is 
implemented to reconstruct the two source signals from the corrupting 
noise. The adaptlve subspace filtering performed is: 
f = ( ~ - E ) N ( o , ~ ~ ) + E N ( o , ~ , * ) ,  (6) 
6’ 
W = Q,(t)Q:(t)x(t) , (7) 
and the actual sample ;(t) of the reconstructed signal sequence is 
extracted via the bottom pinning of the vector s, ( t ) ,  which is the sum 
of successively shifted vector i(t) as: 
1 oJ 
Two temporary monochromatic source signals are sinusoidal 
sequences with normalized frequencies of U, = l o ” ,  and U, = 12” , 
respectively. Each source signal is 4 8 8 d B  below the Gaussian 
background noise. The parameters for the two algorithms are: order of 
data vector: N = 18 1, forgetting factor: a = 0.993 , rank of signal 
subspace: r = 4 .  For the robust Bi-SVD, the length of the median ‘ 
filter N, is set to 9, and the forgetting Edctors A, , A, , and p,  are all 
set equal to 0.97. The initial valuefl,(O) is chosen to be zero. Both 
b’(0) and b(0) are set to 10, a relatively large number to their 
normal value, to initialize system adaptation. Fig. 1 shows the test data: 
Fig.1 (a) is the first sinusoidal sequence with normalized frequency 
U, = 10“ . Fig. 1 @) is the second sinusoidal sequence with normalized 
frequency a, = 12” . Fig. 1 (c) is the transmitted signal constituting of 
the s u m  of these two sinusoidal sequences. Fig.1 (d) is the channel 
noise. where impulse noise intrudes the channel during the time 
interval from the 1000th sample to the 1500* sample. Fig.1 (e) shows 
the received samples, which is the sum of the transmitted signal and 
channel noise. Fig.2 depicts the signal reconstruction process using 
Bi-SVD based adaptive subspace filtering. From Fig.2 @). we can see 
that the reconstructed samples are severely distorted by the impulse 
noise in the interval between the 1 OOO* sample and the 1500* sample. 
Moreover, the reconstruction error during this interval has a shape 
resembling the impulsive noise, which suggests that they are malign 
errors. In addition, even though the impulsive noise passes away 
after the 1 500th sample, the reconstruction error couldn’t converge to 
the normal level until the 2000” sample. Fig.3 shows the mean 
maximum principal angle (a measurement of “distance”) between the 
Bi-SVD subspace estimate and the true subspace derived from the 
batch eigendecomposition of noise-free data covariance matrix. This 
mean maximum principal angle was obtained by averaging over 100 
independent Monte Carlo trials. It can be observed in Fig.3 that the 
Bi-SVD subspace estimate is significantly affected by the impulse 
noise (very large maximum principle angle) and deviates far away 
from its true value. It is unable to re-converge to true signal subspace 
(:small maximum principle angle) until 2000* sample. III contrast, 
Fig.4 shows that reconstruction error of the proposed robust Bi-SVD 
is much smaller than that of the Bi-SVD algorithm, and it is similar to 
the transmitted signal, despite the presence of the impulse noise. 
Besides. the reconstruction error reconverged to the normal level 
almost right after the impulse noise was tumed off. Fig.5 substantiates 
the robustness of the proposed robust Bi-SVD algorithm, where it can 
be seen that the subspace estimate r e w s  largely unaffected and is 
always close to the true subspace in the presence of the impulses. 
5. CONCLUSION 
A new robust-statistics-based Bi-SVD subspace tracking algorithm m 
impulse noise environment is presented. Simulation results using 
adaptive subspace-filtering show that the proposed algorithm offers 
improved robustness than the conventional Bi-SVD algorithm under 
contaminated Gaussian noise environment. The computational 
complexity of the robust Bi-SVD algorithm is slightly higher than that 
of the conventional Bi-SVD algorithm 
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